PRESS RELEASE

Atlantis, Cape Town, Western Cape, 14 March 2018
RE; New Discoverer 4 update (Version 4)
Motorhome-World has reached and launched it's fourth incarnation of the popular Discoverer 4 Motorhome.
The Discoverer 4 was the first motorhome layout MH-W produced, and 18 years later, it is still the most
popular motorhome by sales number.
Although MH-W has added fantastic and exciting new models (and retired as few) thought the years, the
Discoverer 4 has always been the most in demand.
This is the reason that we always update and reinvent this model first when it becomes time to let the
creative juices flow in our design department.
Every 5 to 6 years we create a buzz in our factory as it time to update our models. Some times it's just en
exterior look, but this time we decided to do both the interior and the exterior. This process is always an
inclusive one, where we put some excitingly fresh looks and fantastic new ideas (and some not so much) in
front of our staff, who then have input is what is liked and what is not.
Of course we would include viable customer suggestions that we receive during the proceeding period into
these updates.
We had the opportunity of a booming European motorhome market, that sprouted new concepts and
equipment, to included some of these products into the Version 4.
Exterior improvements:
– The use and integration of a new rear lights modular clusters by Hella.
– Added some modern sharp accent lines to the entire bumper section flowing into the rest of the rear
mouldings.
– Added a booming great high level brake lamp. “I did not see you brake” is not an option anymore.
– More aesthetic flowing lines from the front cabin area, through the low side skirts to flow into the
bumper area.
– Complex new modern nosecone. Some of the ridge lines really bring out the contemporary front
shape of this motorhome.
– One of the biggest improvements is the windows.
– Gone are the old style sliding windows.
– Standard all around the Discoverer Version 4 range are Top hinged Glass windows that open to
full width of the window, all set in an aluminium frame.
– Optional with these new windows are the luxury new blind systems with integrated mosquito
nets.
Interior improvements:
– Redesigned furniture, completely remade from the floor up.
– Same reliable and long-familiar strength construction that MH-W is known for.
– All top cupboard doors and now round with a chrome inlay piece.
– All metal push locks in all doors.
– Curved all the furniture strengthening panels to the same shape of the rounded doors.
– Added ambiance lights in both roof mounted light panel’s.
– Added flex curved neon like LED light strip at entrance.
– 3 Burner stove instead of 2 burner.
– The sink is 4% larger than version 3 kitchen sink.
– All furniture tops are now finished with a striking white edging.

–
–

Bathroom has received a complete overhaul with improved shower tray that now has substantial up
stands, with overlaying side panels, making leaking showers almost impossible.
All upholstery colour options have been refreshed to modern standards.

As continues improvement is always top priority at MH-W, there are more changes and upgraded waiting in
the wings.
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